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VITRIFRIGO TL35RF TOP
LOADING

REFRIGERATOR 
        

   

Product price:  

572,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO TL35RF TOP LOADING REFRIGERATOR 

The Vitrifrigo TL35RF is a top loading fridge with a total capacity of 34 litres specifically designed
for Volvo truck trucks.

The Vitrifrigo TL35RF is a 34lt cockpit fridge specifically designed for Volvo truck trucks. This
device is ideal for truck drivers who need to store fresh food and drinks during their road trips.

With its 31-litre capacity, the Vitrifrigo TL35RF offers ample storage space to meet the storage
needs of drivers. It can easily accommodate bottles, cans, snacks and other food products that
require refrigeration.

The Vitrifrigo TL35RF is designed to be durable and reliable, so it can withstand the vibrations
and stresses typical of road use. Its compact and robust design fits perfectly inside trucks or cars,
offering easy installation and convenient use.

Equipped with an advanced control system, the Vitrifrigo TL35RF allows you to easily adjust the
desired temperature inside the fridge. This keeps food fresh and drinks cold throughout the
journey.

The Vitrifrigo TL35RF vehicle fridge is highly energy efficient, offering excellent performance
without consuming too much energy. This is especially important for truck drivers or those on long
journeys who want to maximise fuel efficiency and reduce operating costs.

In addition, the Vitrifrigo TL35RF is equipped with a sealed door, which ensures an excellent seal
and prevents the dispersion of cold. This helps to maintain a constant internal temperature and
prevent the entry of hot air from outside.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS VITRIFRIGO TL35RF:
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Total capacity: 34 litres
Frequency: 50 / 60 Hz
Net weight: 15 Kg
Voltage: 12/24 V
Nominal consumption: 28 W
Total width mm: 444
Total height mm: 714
Total depth mm: 244
Internal temperature range: +10°C / +1°C
Cooling Unit: External

The Vitrifrigo TL35RF is an ideal solution for those who want a compact and lightweight
refrigerator for installation in a motorhome or caravan. It is a reliable and efficient product that
guarantees quiet operation and even cold distribution.

Looking for a chest fridge with different technical specifications? HERE you can find the entire
range of VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 244
Width (mm): 444
Height (mm): 714
Power consumption (W): 28
Feed Type: 12 / 24 V
Product type: Absorption refrigerator
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 34
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